TWTTIN Simile Activity

Directions: A simile compares two things using a word of comparison such as "like" or "as." In the novel, Bryon compares himself to a St. Bernard puppy and Mark to a lion because of the characteristics that they share with these animals.

What animal would you compare with someone who is...

...kind and caring?

_________________________ because _______________________________________

...rude and uncaring?

_________________________ because _______________________________________

...shy and withdrawn?

_________________________ because _______________________________________

...successful and hardworking?

_________________________ because _______________________________________

What animal would you compare yourself with? **Write at least 3 sentences.** All group members!

Ex: I would compare myself to a ... because...

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Draw and **color** the animal you compared yourself with. You may use the back of the page for your colorful illustration and explanation. All group members!